PATSOMES
Format
Scoring
HOLES
1 to 6
7 to 12
13 to 18

DESCRIPTION
Team competition, 2 players per team, strokeplay rules
Stableford
PLAYED AS
HANDICAP STROKES RECEIVED
4 BBB
Full playing handicap
Greensomes
50% of the combined playing handicaps.
Foursomes

Each player plays a normal game of stableford. You should pick up if unable to score any stableford points on a
hole.
Holes 1 to 6
4BBB
Both players play their own ball and the highest stableford score counts towards
the teams score
Holes 7 to 12 Greensomes Each player tees off and after selecting the better drive the partner plays that ball
alternately.
Holes 13 to 18 Foursomes
One player of the team tees off from Hole 13 and the partner plays the second
shot and so on until the hole is completed. The partner tees off from Hole 14 and this is repeated until the round
is completed on Hole 18
To decide which holes to take shots on look at the individual strokes for holes 1 to 6 and the team strokes for
holes 7 to 18. An individual will receive 1 (or 2) shots on each hole 1 to 6 that has a stroke index less than or equal
to the individual’s stroke allowance. The team will receive 1 (or 2) shots on each hole 7 to 18 that has a stroke
index less than or equal to the team’s stroke allowance.
e.g. using the scorecard below Paul receives 22 and Martin receives 10 strokes and the team therefore receive 16
strokes:
 Paul will have 1 shot on each of the holes 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 and 2 shots on hole 1
 The team (Paul & Martin) will have 1 shot on each of the holes 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18.
Mark the scorecard as follows:
 For the first six holes you must record the gross score for the player scoring the lowest gross score in the
respective “Score” column (A or B) and the stableford score should go in the “points” column;
 For the last twelve holes you must record the gross score for the team in “Score” column A for each hole;
 For each hole you should record the team's stableford score in the “Points” column.
Both the marker and one of the players from the relevant team must sign the card.
(Example scorecard follows)

